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Figure 1: AdaptiveSound allows end-users to provide positive and negative feedback to a sound recognition model’s output,
adapting the model to a variety of sounds in diverse contexts and environments.

ABSTRACT
Sound recognition tools have wide-ranging impacts for deaf and
hard of hearing (DHH) people from being informed of safety-critical
information (e.g., fire alarms, sirens) to more mundane but still
useful information (e.g., door knock, microwave beeps). However,
prior sound recognition systems use models that are pre-trained on
generic sound datasets and do not adapt well to diverse variations
of real-world sounds. We introduce AdaptiveSound, a real-time sys-
tem for portable devices (e.g., smartphones) that allows DHH users
to provide corrective feedback to the sound recognition model to
adapt the model to diverse acoustic environments. AdaptiveSound
is informed by prior surveys of sound recognition systems, where
DHH users strongly desired the ability to provide feedback to a
pre-trained sound recognition model to fine-tune it to their envi-
ronments. Through quantitative experiments and field evaluations
with 12 DHH users, we show that AdaptiveSound can achieve a
significantly higher accuracy (+14.6%) than prior state-of-the art
systems in diverse real-world locations (e.g., homes, parks, streets,
and malls) with little end-user effort (about 10 minutes of feedback).

CCS CONCEPTS
• : Human-centered computing → Accessibility; Accessibility
technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sound recognition has the potential to help deaf and hard of hearing
(DHH) better understand their environment (e.g., through a door
knock), perform safety-related tasks (e.g., through a fire-alarm), or
feel present (e.g., through a bird-chirp). Past work has built sound
recognition systems and apps, a feature also available in commercial
iOS [16] and Android [28] smartphones. However, since real-world
sounds vary a lot in different environments, it is difficult to capture
the full variation in a given dataset, and these solutions–that are
trained on generic datasets–are only about 60-80% accurate when
deployed in the real-world [18, 19]. This causes DHH users to miss
many important sounds of interest. Indeed, in recent studies [18–
20], including a large-scale survey with 472 DHH participants [20],
DHH people expressed their dissatisfaction with the state-of-the-
art sound recognition solutions and desired the ability to provide
corrective feedback to the model output. For example, one user
commented:

“Before remodeling the kitchen, we had a porcelain
sink. And the system used to detect [the sound]
correctly. . .We have [a] stainless steel sink now. [. . .]
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The sound of water hitting it is very different [and
is misrecognized by the system] So, I wanted to tell
[the system] . . . this is not a fan sound, but a water
running sound, and it should then be able to recognize
it.”

To accommodate this need, we introduce AdaptiveSound, the
first “feedback loop” sound recognition system, that allows users
to provide positive and negative feedback to the model’s output,
greatly increasing the model’s accuracy and adaptability to users’
contexts and environments. AdaptiveSound uses an incremental re-
inforcement learning technique that gradually adapts a pre-trained
model to new environments with little end-user effort.

When evaluated on sounds from multiple real-world locations
(e.g., homes, urban streets, parks, malls), AdaptiveSound archived a
significantly higher accuracy (+14.6%, p<.001) than the state-of-the-
art pre-trained sound recognition approach, after about 10 minutes
of end-user feedback1. User study of our deployed Android app
with 12 DHH people revealed that the system is easy-to-use, can
train in real-time, and greatly enhances the users’ awareness of
sounds in the field.

In summary, our work contributes: (1) the first feedback-loop
sound recognition system for deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) users,
(2) findings from performance experiments and field evaluations of
our incremental reinforcement learning technique that generalize
beyond the scope of our current implementation, and (3) two open-
source artifacts: a platform-agnostic python implementation of
AdaptiveSound for researchers and developers, and an Android app
for end-users.

2 RELATEDWORK
We provided background on DHH culture and sound awareness
needs as well as contextualize our work within prior sound aware-
ness systems and relevant machine learning techniques.

2.1 DHH Culture and Sound Awareness Needs
Designing usable sound awareness technology requires understand-
ing of the diverse sound awareness needs of the DHH community.
For many DHH people, the preference for assistive technology is
not determined by the degree of hearing loss alone; their cultural
identity also plays a role–that is, whether they identify as Deaf
(capital ‘D’), deaf (small ‘d’), or hard of hearing [5, 49]. Individuals
identifying as Deaf follow an established set of norms, behaviors,
and language set in the ‘Deaf culture’ [6, 25, 32]. In contrast, the
terms ‘deaf’ and ‘hard of hearing’ indicate people for whom deaf-
ness is primarily an audiological experience and who refrain from
membership to a particular community [6, 32]. These individuals
do not have a distinct cultural identity of their own, and they may
choose to interact with either hearing or Deaf people based on their
comfort.

Prior surveys have found different preferences for the desired
sounds among the cultural groups [4, 8]. For example, hard of hear-
ing people may desire speech sounds more than Deaf people, who
may be more accustomed to non-vocal ways of living [4, 8]. While
acknowledging these differences, prior work also highlights several
1Note that this is a very low-effort compared to training a fully supervised ML pipeline
from scratch, which is extremely data-intensive.

synonymous needs within the DHH groups [4, 8, 17, 29]. For exam-
ple, among the different possible sound characteristics (e.g., volume,
pitch, duration), the identify of a sound (e.g., “dog barking” or “door
knocking”) was the most desired, with all DHH cultural groups
ranking safety-related sounds (e.g., siren, fire alarms) higher than
sounds identifying human activities (e.g., footsteps, door knocks)
and appliance alerts (e.g., kettle whistles, dryer beeps) [4, 8]. This
preference is often mediated by the social context (e.g., friends vs.
strangers) [8, 18]. For example, identifying speech of a friend sig-
naling you is important, but not of a passerby talking on a phone.
This points to the importance of end-user customization of sound
recognition systems.

2.2 Sound Awareness Systems for DHH Users
Common sound awareness technologies used by DHH people in-
clude flashing doorbells and vibratory wake-up alarms. While these
technologies can substitute certain auditory information (e.g., door-
bells, alarm clock) with visual and haptic feedback, they do not
serve as a general alternative to many other environmental sounds.

In an early work, Matthews et al. [29] built a desktop prototype
that used sound visualizations (e.g., rings, spectrograph) to convey
basic sound information (e.g., pitch, source location). Towards iden-
tifying specific sounds, Bragg et al. [4] used a Gaussian Markov
Model (GMM) to classify two sounds (door knock and alarm clock)
on a mobile app.

More recent work aimed to classify a greater number of sounds
with pre-trained deep-learning models [18, 19, 40]. For example,
Sicong et al. [40] leveraged convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
to build and evaluate a smartphone-based app that sensed and clas-
sified nine environmental sounds (e.g., door knock, bell ringing).
Jain et al. [18] extended this work and built a smarthome sound
awareness system that recognizes 19 sounds (e.g.,microwave beeps,
water running) in the homes of DHH users. The same team later
developed a portable sound recognition solution that uses a small
pre-trained CNN model to classify 20 sounds locally on a smart-
watch [19]. User study of the smartwatch app in three campus
locations (an office, a lounge, and a bus stop) indicated the use-
fulness of the sound recognition technology for DHH users, but
participants complained about frequent misrecognition, especially
in the outdoor “bus stop” context [19]. In a follow-up survey [20],
participants expressed their strong desire to provide feedback to
the sound recognition model to improve its recognition accuracy,
with all participants being comfortable with putting in 20 minutes
of effort in each context.

We build on the above work by contributing the first end-to-end
system that allows DHH users to provide iterative feedback to the
sound recognition model, showing a significant accuracy improve-
ment over state-of-the-art pre-trained model systems (+14.6%), after
about 10 minutes of end-user effort (+18.1% after about 20 minutes).

2.3 Relevant Machine Learning Techniques
Traditional supervised training paradigms, used by common sound
recognition systems [16, 18, 19, 28], require a large amount of in-
situ data, and are not practical for use in diverse environments.
For more modest training data sizes, relevant machine learning
approaches include transfer learning [42], a supervised training
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method that uses limited training examples to fine-tune a model
previously trained on large datasets from a different domain (e.g.,
image classification). Likewise, meta-learning approaches [44] allow
models to recognize previously unseen classes with very few labeled
training instances. While promising, the above methods require
that the full dataset is available beforehand, and do not allow for
sequential adaptation on the go.

Our approach leverages incremental learning, a learning ap-
proach that continuously improves a model’s knowledge through
new data without fully retraining the model [12]. We append this
new data in a reinforced way, using the user actions as our “data
points” to adapt the model through trial and error [38]. This way,
the model learns to perceive and interpret its environment over
time. This recently emerging incremental reinforcement learning
technique has gained popularity for several crucial tasks such as
image classification [48] and online learning [45]. However, no
work has used it in the context of sound classification–our focus.

Closest to our approach are ListenLearner [47] and ProtoSound
[20], in that they support end-user interaction with a sound recog-
nition model. In both systems, user feedback is integrated at the
beginning of the machine learning pipeline (i.e., the model input
side) to provide labeled sound data for model training. Whereas
our approach integrates user feedback at the end of the machine
learning pipeline (i.e., the output side) to provide corrective feed-
back to the model output. This enables different behaviors: while
ListenLearner and ProtoSound train the model on new, unseen
sound classes, our approach increases model performance on the
existing sound classes (and, in the future, can be combined with
either of the two approaches to support new classes).

3 ADAPTIVESOUND: ADAPTING SOUND
RECOGNITION THROUGH USER FEEDBACK

AdaptiveSound incorporates continuous yet subtle end-user feed-
back in the sound recognition pipeline to adapt the model to new
contexts and environments. AdaptiveSound leverages the fact that
sounds can undergo a lot of modifications in the real-world: they
can amplify, overlap with each other, be of varying duration, and
reverberate in a room. Hence, the sounds heard in the users’ spe-
cific sonic environment could vary a lot, and it is impossible to
capture the full variation in any dataset used to train the model.
Consequently, pre-trained models that are used in common sound
recognition systems may not work with high accuracy (as past
work [18, 19] also shows) and fine-tuning the model in users’ own
sonic environments is needed.

To provide data for this fine-tuning, AdaptiveSound leverages
end-user’s feedback in a low-effort manner. This approach is sup-
ported by feedback from DHH people in several prior studies
[13, 18–20], where participants felt comfortable with providing
some amount of feedback to the sound recognition model’s output
to improve its recognition accuracy (about 20 minutes of user ef-
fort in each context was deemed comfortable). As well, we worked
closely with members of the DHH community throughout the de-
sign of AdaptiveSound, including one of our authors who is DHH.
A notable challenge identified was how people who are themselves
unable to hear sounds provide this feedback? For this, DHH partic-
ipants in a prior study [14] suggested leveraging visual cues such

as seeing a microwave beeping or a door opening to supplement
their feedback. Of course, these visual cues may not always be avail-
able, but fortunately, AdaptiveSound does not need the feedback
every time. It benefits whenever the feedback is available, and once
a small amount of feedback is provided (e.g., about 5-10 minutes
of end-user effort), the system can function independently with
greater accuracy, without requiring more feedback.

Below, we describe AdaptiveSound’s primary machine learning
technique and additional technical features to support real-world
use.

3.1 Primary Technique: Incremental
Reinforcement Learning

Common training paradigms such as supervised or transfer learning
do not carry the class weights forward and require that the full
training data is available for training [9, 42]. Consequently, any
new incoming data will need to be appended to the existing data,
with the model re-trained on the full dataset. Using these paradigms
for sequential learning will waste significant time, memory, and
computation and will become impractical if new user data comes
in frequently.

Thus, we chose to use incremental learning [12], a training ap-
proach that continuously improves a model’s knowledge through
new data without fully retraining the model. In this approach, the
model weights from any previous training are “carried forward” and
knowledge gained from new data is added to the updated network.
By requiring training on only the new data, incremental learning
significantly reduces the training time and compute requirement,
and is very suitable for deployment on small portable commodity
devices such as smartphones, smartwatches or small embedded
hardware (e.g., Raspberry Pi).

Figure 2 describes AdaptiveSound’s architecture and data flow.
The new data comes in from the user in a reinforced way; hence,
the resultant technique is called incremental reinforcement learning
[45]. When a model predicts a sound, the user has an option to
provide a positive or negative feedback to the output– that is, they
indicate whether the prediction is correct or not (and in the case of
incorrect prediction, can also indicate the correct sound category).
The system then uses the correct label provided by the user with
the recording of the sound to incrementally fine-tune the model.
Figure 7 describes a possible user interface, a smartphone app, to
interact with AdaptiveSound.

Incremental reinforcement learning (IRL) allows a model to con-
tinuously adapt to end-user feedback, increasing the system’s re-
liability in users’ specific contexts and environments. While this
technique is theoretically promising, it also introduces several prac-
tical concerns when deployed in the field for our specific use case
of sound recognition. Below, we discuss these concerns and our
technical strategies to mitigate them.

3.2 Concern 1: Some Sounds Occur More
Frequently Than Others

To maintain balance across all classes, incremental reinforcement
learning (IRL) requires that the samples of each class are inputted
nearly at the same frequency. In the field however, some sounds
(e.g., water running, door opening/closing) occur more frequently
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Figure 2: AdaptiveSound’s architecture and data flow.

than others (e.g., fire alarms, sirens), which could overfit the model
on the frequent sounds. To avoid this, we use conditional generative
adversarial networks (conditional GAN or cGAN) which are com-
monly used in the field to handle class imbalances [31], although
other approaches are also possible such as changing the evaluation
metrics or resampling [15, 33]. In short, cGAN essentially creates a
dummy data for all the classes already trained in the system when
re-training with the latest user data. Compared to other competing
approaches, cGAN has the advantage of faster convergence [7, 31].

3.3 Concern 2: User Feedback Can Be Unreliable
Like most machine learning approaches, IRL requires clean training
samples to perform effectively. However, user feedback can be
unreliable, which in-turn can reduce model reliability. Fortunately,
carefully designed user-interfaces can reduce user errors, but what
if the user is unsure about their feedback?

Historically, interfaces have been designed to deal with uncer-
tainty of user feedback [22, 37, 46], a notable example being search
engines that allow users to select among possible search options
if they are unsure of the correct search term. Studies have shown
that such interfaces not only help improve accuracy of the resultant
system, but also enhance the user experience by allowing the user
to have a greater agency in the system’s decisions [37, 46].

AdaptiveSound uses a tunable parameter 𝛼 to incorporate the
surety of user feedback. Users can specify how sure they are of their
feedback on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the surest), and AdaptiveSound
proportionally sets the learning rate for training on the incoming
sample.

To demonstrate this intuitively, say the user is extremely sure
of their label feedback and enters the value of 5. In this case, the
learning rate is set as high and the model moves faster towards
this data point, giving a higher priority to this new data. Similarly,
when the user is not sure, the learning rate is set to be low, and the
model moves slowly towards the newly imputed data.

3.4 Concern 3: Memory and Compute
Requirements

IRL stores and trains on the incoming user data over time, which
could cause memory to bloat on smaller edge devices (e.g., smart-
phones, embedded hardware). Fortunately, since we use an incre-
mental training approach, the user data can be deleted once trained
on, saving memory. However, repeated training on a single user
data every time can be computationally intensive. To mitigate this,
we use a middle ground approach: training on small batches of in-
coming data (e.g., 10-20 new samples) instead of a single new data.
This keeps the memory constant and helps maintain a manageable
compute. As seen from our field trials, AdaptiveSound can train on
portable commodity devices (e.g., smartphones) in nearly real-time
(less than a second to a couple of seconds). User privacy is also
preserved, since the samples are stored locally and discarded after
training.

3.5 Implementation
3.5.1 Noise-filtering. To filter background noises, AdaptiveSound
uses a dynamic thresholding scheme. The sound sensing processing
pipeline triggers when the loudness level sensed from the micro-
phone (dBFS) is 1.4 standard deviation higher than the mean of
the past minute. We acknowledge that this strategy may leave out
persistent background noises that could be important to detect (e.g.,
AC noises)—and future work should look into this—but we ignore
these sounds for computational efficiency. DHH participants in past
work [4, 17] too did not prefer knowing about these sounds.

3.5.2 Sampling. For all sounds that pass our noise threshold, Adap-
tiveSound samples them into 3-second windows. Selecting an opti-
mal sampling window is challenging. If the window is too small,
long-term variations in the sounds are not captured. Conversely, if
the window is too long, detecting boundaries between consecutive
sound events becomes difficult. Fortunately, based on our internal
experiments, we were able to select a 3-second window based on
the average duration of all sound events in our dataset described
below.
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3.5.3 Feature Extraction. For each three-second sound, we com-
pute the short-time Fourier Transforms using a 25ms sliding win-
dow and 10ms step size for the frequency range from 20Hz to
8000Hz, which yields a 96-length spectrogram. We then convert
our linear spectrogram into a 64-bin log-scaled Mel spectrogram
and generate a 300 X 64 input frame for every three seconds of
audio. These log-mel spectrograms are low-dimensional represen-
tations of the input data, which can be used to determine the kinds
of sounds that may be occurring, but sensitive information such
as spoken content cannot be recovered. To these spectrograms, we
apply Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization (CMVN) [41]
before inputting into our model.

3.5.4 Model Architecture. AdaptiveSound uses a MobileNetV2 ar-
chitecture [39], a lightweight CNN for mobile devices, measuring
about 8MB. We train the model using a cross entropy loss function
with an Adam optimizer [23]. The model outputs the classifica-
tion confidence associated with different sound classes, which we
pass through a sigmoid activation function, and display the most
probable sound class (or the top-1 prediction).

3.5.5 Deployment Platform. Our pipeline is implemented using
Tensorflow-Lite and is conducive to deployment on any smartphone
device (e.g., an Android phone) or a portable embedded system (e.g.,
Raspberry Pi). For our user study, we implemented a user-facing
Android application, but our python pipeline code is open-sourced
(github.com/AccessibilityLab/AdaptiveSound) for researchers and
practitioners to deploy on a device of their choice (and can be
extended to support custom applications).

4 EXPERIMENTS
Before evaluating with users, we performed quantitative experi-
ments with AdaptiveSound on real-world sound datasets and com-
pared its performance with two baseline state-of-the-art sound
recognition approaches.

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Training set. We trained the AdaptiveSound model on the
training set compiled from six online sound effect libraries—
Freesound [10], Network Sound [34], TUT [30], UPC [43], BBC, [3],
and TAU [1]. Each of these libraries provides a collection of high-
quality, pre-labeled sound effects. We used sound effects since prior
work has shown that models trained on high-quality sound effects
adapt well to field use [27]. From these libraries, we downloaded
clips for 22 sound categories that were preferred by DHH people in
past work [18, 19] (see Table 1). All clips were converted to a single
format (16KHz, 16-bit, mono) and silences greater than one second
were removed, resulting in 29.2 hours of training data.

4.1.2 Evaluation set (fine-tuning and test set). Since commonly
used ‘synthetic’ sound classification benchmarks (e.g., ESC-50 [35]
and UrbanSound8k [38]) do not mimic the real-world conditions
(e.g., background noise, overlapping sounds), we created a ‘natu-
ralistic’ evaluation dataset by compiling datasets of real-life sound
recordings from two prior HCI works [18, 19]. This dataset contains
samples for the same 22 sounds as our training set, but recorded
by hearing researchers in a total of 21 real-world locations (e.g.,
homes, university labs, lounges, parks, and urban streets). These

recordings were converted to the same format as the training set
(16KHz, mono) and the resultant dataset, spanning 4.5 hours, was
split into two parts—the fine-tuning set and the test set—with 25%
and 75% split respectively.

4.1.3 Sequential Learning Task. We implemented a simple incre-
mental training pipeline to test performance. First, we pre-trained
the model on our training set. Then, we iteratively fed in three-
second sound samples from the fine-tuning set and, depending on
whether the model predicted the sound sample accurately, we in-
crementally trained with the correct label of the sample. Finally, we
evaluated the performance of the fine-tuned model on our test set.

4.1.4 Baselines. We compared AdaptiveSound’s performance with
two state-of-the-art sound recognition systems: a generically “fully-
supervised” pre-trained model system, SoundWatch [19], and a
meta-learning-based system, ProtoSound [20]. The latter uses a pro-
totypical network based few-shot learning algorithm to fine-tune
the model on limited input samples. We trained the SoundWatch
model on the training set. For ProtoSound, we pre-trained themodel
on the training set and fine-tuned it on five samples of each sound
category from the fine-tuning set.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Overall Accuracy. Figure 3 shows the change in accuracy of
AdaptiveSound with increased incremental feedback. At about mid-
point in the graph, which is about 100 feedback steps, the average ac-
curacy across all sound categories was 93.8% (SD=4.9%), which is sig-
nificantly better than ProtoSound (avg=85.9%, SD=5.8%) and Sound-
Watch (avg=79.2%, SD=8.1%); pairwise t-test for AdaptiveSound vs.
ProtoSound yielded t21=7.6, p<.001 and AdaptiveSound vs. Sound-
Watch yielded t21=12.3, p<.001. As shown from field evaluation
of AdaptiveSound mobile app with DHH users (Section 5 below),
it took about 10 minutes for the users to give 100 correctional
feedbacks to the model (avg=9.8 minutes, range=6.1-12.9 minutes),
suggesting that the system is able to show significantly improved
performance over the state-of-the-art with little end-user effort.

Of course, the accuracy increases as more feedback is provided
to the system (Figure 3), but the rate of increase decreases over time,
indicating that a few initial feedback steps are enough to make the
model usable in a context. Indeed, as seen in the figure, the change
of accuracy was very low (about 0.5% per 20 feedback steps) at
about 200 feedback steps.

4.2.2 Context-Specific Accuracy. Our test set contains samples
from three contexts: homes (kitchen, bedroom, and living room),
offices (university labs and lounge), and outdoors (parking lots,
parks, and streets). As sound quality may vary across contexts, we
also calculated the context-specific accuracy of AdaptiveSound. Fig-
ure 4 shows our results. As expected, the accuracy was higher for
quieter environments (homes and office, avg=97.8%, SD=1.9%) than
for noisier environments (outdoors, avg=85.7%, SD=5.7%). For the
outdoor context, we compared the accuracy with the two baselines,
and found that the accuracy difference between AdaptiveSound
and other approaches was even more pronounced for this context
(+11.5% over ProtoSound and +23.3% over SoundWatch) than the
average accuracy difference noted above (+7.9% over ProtoSound
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Table 1: List of real-world sounds in our dataset. Note that some sounds (e.g., dog bark, water) were recorded inmultiple contexts.

All sounds
(N=22)

Microwave, Hazard alarm, Baby crying, Alarm clock, Cutlery, Water running, Door knock, Cat Meow,
Dishwasher, Car horn, Phone ringing, Washer/dryer, Bird chirp, Vehicle, Door open/close Doorbell, Dog
bark, Kettle whistle, Siren, Cough, Snore, Speech

Home context
(N=18)

Microwave, Hazard alarm, Baby crying, Alarm clock, Cutlery, Water running, Door knock, Cat Meow,
Dishwasher, Phone ringing, Washer/dryer, Door open/close, Doorbell, Dog bark, Kettle whistle, Cough,
Snore, Speech

Office context
(N=10)

Microwave, Hazard alarm, Cutlery, Water running, Door knock, Phone ringing, Door open/close, Kettle
whistle, Cough, Speech

Outdoor context
(N=12)

Hazard alarm, Water running, Cat meow, Car horn, Phone ringing, Bird chirp, Vehicle, Door open/close, Dog
bark, Siren, Cough, Speech

Figure 3: Change in accuracy of AdaptiveSound with number
of feedback steps.

and +14.6% over SoundWatch). This increased performance for out-
door contexts was perhaps because sounds can overlap or attenuate
much more in environments of variable noises, and fine-tuning in
those environments, as done by AdaptiveSound, will greatly help
the model.

4.2.3 Class-Specific Accuracy. Finally, we compared Adap-
tiveSound’s accuracy on different sound classes. Results are shown
in Figure 5. Of the 22 sound classes, the accuracy was highest for
microwave (99.2%), followed by dog bark (98.9%) and hazard alarm

(98.8%). The worst performing classes were alarm clock (87.3%),
water running (87.8%), and dishwasher (88.0%). On investigating
further, the low-performing classes sounded similar to other
classes in our dataset and were understandably confused (e.g.,
“alarm clocks” were often confused with “phone ringing”; “water
running” sounds were confused with “dishwasher” sounds). Figure
6 visualizes the low-dimensional t-SNE embeddings for samples
from the five mid-range sound classes.

5 FIELD STUDYWITH DHH USERS
To assess how DHH users may feel about using AdaptiveSound–
including giving correctional feedback–we deployed our system
using a real-time Android application and performed a 3-day field
evaluation with 12 DHH people.

5.1 Real-Time Android App
To allow participants to interact with our AdaptiveSound pipeline,
we prototyped a user-facing Android application.

5.1.1 User Interface. The app user interaction flow is shown in
Figure 7. After classification, the app displays the predicted sound
along with the classification confidence (Figure 7 left). On this
output, the user has an opportunity to enter whether the predicted
sound is correct or incorrect by clicking on the thumbs up or thumbs
down button (shown in green and red respectively in the figure).
If the user indicates that the predicted sound is correct (i.e., they

Figure 4: Context-specific accuracies of AdaptiveSound and the two baseline approaches.
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Figure 5: Class specific accuracy of AdaptiveSound.

Figure 6: Low-dimensional t-SNE projections of embedding obtained from the three approaches for five sound classes. Note
that the sound samples of the same class are clustered together for AdaptiveSound while they diverge from each other for the
other two.

Figure 7: Our user-facing Android app to interact with AdaptiveSound pipeline.
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click the thumbs up button), the app continues predicting and stays
in the same UI state shown in Figure 7 left. However, if the user
indicates that the prediction is incorrect (thumbs down button), the
app moves to the Figure 7 middle state, whereby it allows the user
to indicate the correct sound label by selecting that label from the
drop-down menu. After selecting a label, the user can input how
certain they are about their choice by indicating a surety number
on a 5-point scale (Figure 7 right). This is intended for a situation
where a DHHuser may not be sure that they picked the correct label.
The 5-point scale was chosen because it provided a nice balance
between user agency and effort. After surety value is selected, the
feedback cycle ends, and the app returns to the first UI state (Figure
7 left). Beyond the feedback mechanism, the app also shows a three-
second waveform at the top to help DHH users as they identify the
correct sound for feedback.

When the user is not actively using the app, it runs in the back-
groundwith notifications for recognized sounds delivered as default
Android notifications (not shown in the figure).

5.1.2 Training Backend. Model training occurs in the background,
in batches of five data, label pairs. Each time a user gives positive
or negative feedback, the correct data, label pair is stored until
five pairs are obtained. After training, this data is deleted. Note
that we also use the positive feedback for training, since doing
so increases model reliability by adding additional samples to the
correctly predicted class. For negative feedback, the surety value is
also used for training using the algorithm described in section 3.3.

5.1.3 Implementation. The app is built using TensorFlow-Lite,
which allowed us to implement the complete training pipeline
locally on the device, without any interactions with the cloud. This
on-device implementation helps protect data privacy, reduces the
training time (since no upload/download is required), and alleviates
the need to maintain an active internet connection.

To collect study data, we also implemented automated logging
within the app that captures aggregated data on the number and the
type of recognized sounds among the 22 supported categories (Table
1). We also log the user interactions to provide feedback. However,
to protect participant privacy, no raw sound data is collected.

Our app code is included in the GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AccessibilityLab/AdaptiveSound.

5.2 Participants
We recruited 12 DHH participants through social media posts, cam-
pus flyers, and snowball sampling. Six participants identified asmen,
five as women, and one as non-binary. The average age was 27.4
years (SD=18.5 years, range=19-57). Five participants self-reported
a profound hearing loss, four reported severe, two reported moder-
ate, and one reported moderate-to-severe. Eight participants onset
as congenital, two reported one years of age, one reported four
years, and one reported 11 years. Nine participants reported us-
ing hearing devices: five used hearing aids, and four used cochlear
implants. For communication, six participants prefer using sign
language, and six prefer to communicate verbally. As we presented
some written instructions to the participants in the study, we asked
about their fluency with reading English, especially since many
members of the DHH community use sign as their first language.

All participants reported complete fluency with reading English
(5/5 on rating scale, 5 is best). For the study interviews, we provided
an option to participants to request any disability accommodations:
five participants asked for a sign language interpreter, four asked
for a real-time captioner, and three chose to participate verbally.
Participants were compensated $60 for the study.

5.3 Study Procedure
We conducted a 3-day field evaluation, and used a pre-post study
interview to collect feedback. In the pre-study interview, we in-
vited the participants to our campus lab, where the lead researcher
explained our AdaptiveSound app and provided a short demo. Par-
ticipants were then given our Android phones and encouraged
to use the installed AdaptiveSound app for 3-days in different lo-
cations they visit, while providing feedback to the model. After
3-days, participants came back to our lab and took part in a semi-
structured interview, where the lead researcher asked about their
overall experience with our app, interaction with the user interface,
and any future improvement suggestions.

5.4 Data Analysis
We collected data using pre-post study interviews and through auto-
matic app logs. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed using
thematic analysis. We used Braun & Clarke’s six-phased approach.
One researcher skimmed the transcripts to familiarize themselves
with the data (step 1) and consulted with the research team to gen-
erate an initial codebook (step 2). The researcher then iteratively
applied the codes to the interview transcripts while refining the
codebook (step 3). Another researcher then used the final codebook
to independently code the transcripts (step 4). The inter-rater re-
liability between the two coders, measured using Krippendorff’s
alpha [24], was 0.84 (>0.8 is considered a very good agreement) and
the raw agreement was 95.5%. The codebook was organized into
sections (step 5), and the team collaboratively wrote the narrative
(step 6). For the app logs, we used a combination of descriptive and
inferential statistics to summarize them.

5.5 Findings
We describe the participants’ usage patterns, overall experience,
and specific comments on the user interface of the AdaptiveSound
app. Quotes are drawn directly from the interview transcripts, but
are slightly edited for grammar.

5.5.1 Usage Summary. According to the app logs, participants used
the app for about six hours each day (avg=6.1hours, range=4.6-9.4
hours), for a total of about 18 hours of usage per person over the
3-day study period. Regarding specific locations, participants used
the app at homes, urban streets, parks, in-transit (e.g., in car or bus),
at work, restaurants, and malls. On average, 264.3 sound events
were recognized by our per day (SD=73.5). Participants provided
feedback on about 25% of those recognized sounds on average
(avg=67.4, SD=21.6). As expected, the amount of feedback decreased
over time: it was highest on the first day (avg=81.7, SD=12.3) and
lowest on the third day (avg=45.3, SD=29.1). When inquired about
the cause, participants mentioned that since they the app was used
in certain context (e.g., at homes) and for certain sounds (e.g., water
running) repeatedly, they “did not feel like I had to provide more
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[feedback] input on the same sounds” (P6). This is also synonymous
with AdaptiveSound’s design, where the user only needs to provide
limited initial feedback in a given context for the system to behave
accurately in that context, and then no more feedback needs to be
given.

When asked about what strategies they used to discern the cor-
rect sound label to provide feedback, participants mentioned using
“visual cues” to look for the source of sound mostly (N=12), but
also, in some cases, using the help of hearing roommates (N=3). All
participants rightly explained that looking for the source was not
always possible, but they were “happy to train when the [source]
can be seen” (P1), in the hope that “when it is not visible, the app can
notify me of the sound.” (P12)

5.5.2 Overall Experience. Since the app was evaluated with DHH
users, who may not hear all sounds, we could not get an accurate
quantitative estimate of the system’s accuracy from the users. How-
ever, qualitatively, all participants expressed that the app’s accuracy
did increase after providing feedback, saying, for example:

“I could see that initially, my cat’s sound was not being
detected. It kept showing it as a microwave beep. So, I
entered into the app that it’s a cat’s meow. [...] After a
couple of times, it started detecting my cat accurately
and never went wrong after that” (P2)

Another said:
“It takes some time to work. Initially, it would misclas-
sify 1 out of every 3 or 4 sounds. And then, when I
did click, click, correct sound [initiating entering feed-
back into the app], [...], it started to work so much
better.” (P9)

Initially, AdaptiveSound behaves like a genetically trained model
system like SoundWatch [19] since it directly uses the pre-trained
model. After a few feedback steps, the model starts performing
better as our participants detailed above, indicating the improved
accuracy of the incremental reinforcement learning approach over
a baseline pre-trained model system. To further provide anecdotal
evidence, five participants in our pool have experienced generically
trained sound recognition systems before–including iOS’s sound
recognition feature and SoundWatch–and all explicitly expressed
that AdaptiveSound is “much more reliable” (P7) and “accurate” (P5,
P10).

This increased accuracy enabled participants to get awareness
about important sounds and helped with supporting everyday
tasks–such as “understand[ing] that [my partner] has come home by
knowing that a door has been opened” (P5) or “that it’s time to get
my dishes out from dishwasher” (P1) or “[that] the faucet is dripping
[...] in [the] bathroom” (P3).

5.5.3 User Interface. All participants found the process to input
feedback “straightforward”, “intuitive”, and “effortless”. They par-
ticularly appreciated the UI feature to specify the surety of their
feedback, stating for example,

“In many cases, I wasn’t sure whether the sound I
entered was the one that occurred. I was somewhat
sure but not 100% sure. [...] It was nice that I can tell
this to the system, oh, this time I am about 3 sure [on
a scale of 5].” (P4)

However, many participants (N=7) did mention that giving feedback
repeatedly could get burdensome. For example, P6 said:

“I could see that this [giving feedback] could get an-
noying for me. I tried the app for 3 days which was
just the right amount of time for me, but if am [pro-
viding feedback] over and over at home, I wouldn’t
do it”

On explaining the system design (that the system only needs a
few initial sets of feedback, e.g., for about 10 minutes to adapt to a
context), participants were more receptive. For example, the same
participant (P6) added:

“Oh, so now you explained it to me, I am fine with
it. If I only need to do it a couple of times in a set
location, I am happy to do it. [...] And then if I go to a
new location that I have not gone before in, then I will
do it again. [...] Oh yes, it’s not gonna be a problem
then.”

P7 shared a similar sentiment:
“My observation was that, once I provided some
responses. . .maybe about 10 times for every sound. . .
it was able to do well, at a point that I find acceptable.
[...] Of course, if I provided more responses, it would
do better, but for me about 10 times was fine.”

P7’s comment indicates another point: that the system’s accuracy
is configurable and the participants can choose the level of effort
to put in based on the desired accuracy. This is important since
different users may have different preferences or hearing levels
and may not desire the same level of accuracy from the system as
others. P1 adds that the desired accuracy may also depend on the
context:

“At home, I usually know what’s going on since I am
aware. So, I just need [the system] to inform me that
something is going on [i.e., a sound is occurring but
not what type it is], and I can just look around to
figure out what it might be. [...] When I am at work
though, I want to know exactly what it was. [So,] I
will spend more time configuring the system.”

On a different note, participants also provided improvement sug-
gestions for the system. The most common comment was about
supporting additional sounds, especially those that are personal to
one’s situation such as “my espresso machine’s beep” (P12) or “my
desk’s clicking noise” (P8). This was outside the scope of our current
work, but indeed, future work should look into extending Adap-
tiveSound’s capability to support personalized sounds. Another
common suggestion, mentioned by four participants, was to show
a spectrogram alongside a waveform to help discern the correct
sound to provide feedback, but others (N=5) were concerned about
their ability to learn and recognize patterns from a spectrogram,
indicating mixed preferences.

5.5.4 System Performance. For the study, we provide participants
with a mid-range Android phone to evaluate our app (Samsung
Galaxy S10, 8GB RAM, 2.8GHz processor, release year: 2019). When
asked, participants did not report observing a major degradation
of battery life or any lags in the app during use, suggesting that
AdaptiveSound can run and train on modern Android devices in
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real-time. This is corroborated with our lab experiments, where
we did not observe a significant performance degradation while
running our low-effort incremental training pipeline.

6 OPEN SOURCE
For researchers and practitioners to deploy and extend
AdaptiveSound, our device agnostic python implementa-
tion (with our pre-trained model) and our specific An-
droid app implementation are open sourced on GitHub:
https://github.com/AccessibilityLab/AdaptiveSound.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Our evaluations show that AdaptiveSound can provide accurate
real-time sound recognition to DHH users with minimal end-user
effort. However, our system and our study have limitations, which
we discuss below along with future directions.

7.1 System Limitations
7.1.1 Fixed Set of Sounds. AdaptiveSound supports a fixed number
of sound classes (in our study, we used 22 sound classes). While the
classes in our study were inspired from sounds preferred by DHH
people in several past work [4, 8, 17, 19], some participants wanted
the system to support more personalized sound categories such as
a custom home appliance or furniture sounds. However, supporting
a customizable set of sound categories is challenging since a user’s
newly entered sound class (e.g., tapping) may be very similar to
an existing category (e.g., knocking), making it difficult for the
resultant model to distinguish among the two classes. Nevertheless,
future work should examine approaches to enable this. One idea to
explore is an interactive ML (or IML) system [13, 36] where the end-
users can be taught to train an accurate machine learning model
by choosing distinct sound classes on their own.

7.1.2 Fixed Sampling Window. AdaptiveSound processes data us-
ing a fixed sampling window of three-seconds. While this worked
for our purposes, sound classes vary considerably in length—from
short-lived (e.g., a gunshot) to longer events (e.g., thunder). If the
sampling window is too small, long-term variations will not be
captured. Conversely, if the window is too long, detecting bound-
aries between consecutive sound events is difficult. Thus, future
work should explore acoustic event detection techniques (e.g., sub-
frame processing [21]) to automatically segment sound events from
microphone data.

7.1.3 Does Not Filter Abrupt Noises. Our noise filtering strategy,
while removing constant background noise, does not deal with
abrupt noises (e.g., an object dropped on the floor, a sudden shout).
Filtering abrupt noises is challenging and is an ongoing research
topic. We invite future iterations of our approach that allows filter-
ing of these sudden unwanted sounds.

7.1.4 Requires DHH Users to Enter Feedback. AdaptiveSound re-
quires DHH users to enter the correct sound label. This may not
always be possible since DHH users may not be able to hear or
access those sounds. We reaffirm that AdaptiveSound does not re-
quire people to enter feedback every time. It can adapt the model
with minimal feedback (about 100 steps as our experiments indi-
cate), whenever it can be given (e.g., when the user can see the

sound source). Furthermore, we implemented two features to assist
DHH people in entering feedback: (1) a visual cue in the form of a
waveform that can indicate that a sound may be occurring, and (2)
a rating scale to enter surety of the feedback. Future work should
explore other interface features such as showing spectrograms, the
location of origin, or low-dimensional embeddings of real-time au-
dio to further assist DHH people in identifying the correct sound
for feedback.

7.2 Study Limitations
7.2.1 Constrained Dataset. We evaluated AdaptiveSound’s per-
formance on a real-world dataset compiled from two prior works
[18, 19] instead of on common machine learning benchmarks (e.g.,
ESC-50 [35], UrbanSound8k [38]) since these high-quality bench-
marks of clean sound files and do not accurately represent real-
world acoustic conditions (e.g., overlapping sounds, background
noise). A notable exception is Google’s AudioSet [11], a common
benchmark that contains sounds from 8-million YouTube videos,
many of them recorded in real-world locations. However, the label
quality of this dataset is very poor [2] and does not allow for accu-
rate performance evaluation. We enthusiastically invite researchers
to collect and evaluate our approach’s performance with larger,
more varied real-world datasets.

7.2.2 Short Evaluation Period. Our field study evaluated Adap-
tiveSound for a brief period of 3-days. This demonstrates the promis-
ing potential of our incremental learning approach, but does not
account for longitudinal use where the long-term effects of technol-
ogy novelty and fatigue will be more visible. Future work should
conduct longitudinal deployments and compare findings.

7.2.3 Sound Recognition may not be Universally Desired. While
our work is heavily informed by DHH perspectives and past work
[18, 19], we do not assume it is universally desired or that it will
necessarily work, as designed, for all users. Some DHH people may
feel negatively towards sound recognition technology, especially
those who identify as part of the Deaf culture [6, 26]. However, two
recent large-scale surveys [4, 8] that many DHH individuals find
sound recognition valuable. AdaptiveSound can be constrained to
identify a small subset of sounds (e.g., a baby crying) to provide
essential situational awareness, while otherwise avoiding the hear-
ing world. Still, future work should co-design and evaluate with a
broad sample from the DHH population, given diverse preferences
and interests.

8 CONCLUSION
We presented the design and evaluation of AdaptiveSound, the
first feedback-loop sound recognition system that allows deaf and
hard of hearing (DHH) individuals to provide subtle feedback to a
pre-trained sound recognition model to adapt the model to diverse
acoustic environments. AdaptiveSound is inspired by past evalua-
tions of pre-trained sound recognition systems, where DHH users
desired the ability to provide feedback to the model output. Our
evaluations with real-world sound datasets andwith 12 DHHpeople
in the field suggests that AdaptiveSound significantly outperforms
state-of-the-art sound recognition systems, and achieves usable
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accuracy when trained on conventional devices (e.g., consumer
smartphones) with little end-user effort.
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